Granular computing is a computational paradigm in which a granule represents a structure of patterns evolved by performing operations on the individual patterns. Two granular neural networks are described for performing the pattern analysis tasks like classification and clustering. The granular neural networks are designed by integrating fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets with artificial neural networks in a soft computing paradigm. The fuzzy rough granular neural network (FRGNN) for classification is based on multi-layer neural networks. On the other hand, the fuzzy rough granular self-organizing map (FRGSOM) for clustering is based on self-organizing map. While the FRGNN uses the concepts of fuzzy rough set for defining its initial connection weights in supervised mode, the FRGSOM, as its same implies, exploits the same in unsupervised manner. Further, the input vector of FRGNN & FRGSOM and the target vector of FRGNN are determined using the concepts of fuzzy sets. The performance of FRGNN and FRGSOM is compared with some of the related methods using several life data sets.
Introduction
Natural Computing is a consortium of different methods and theories that are emerged from natural phenomena such as brain modeling, self-organization, self-repetition, self-evaluation, self-reproduction, group behaviour, Darwinian survival, granulation and perception. Based on the tasks abstracted from these phenomena, various computing paradigms/technologies like artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, rough logic, evolutionary algorithms, fractal geometry, DNA computing, quantum computing and granular computing are developed. They take insanitation from the nature for their computation, and are used for solving real life problems. For example, granulation abstracted from natural phenomena possesses perception based information representation which is an inherent characteristic of human thinking and reasoning process. One can refer to [1] and [2] for using fuzzy information granulation as a way to natural computing.
Granular computing (GrC) provides an information processing framework [3] [4] [5] [6] where computation and operations are performed on information granules. Information granules are formulated by abstracting the common properties of patterns in data such as similarity, proximity and equality. GrC is based on the realization that precision is sometimes expensive and not very meaningful in modeling and controlling complex systems [7] . When a problem involves incomplete, uncertain, and vague information, one may find it convenient to consider granules, instead of the distinct elements, for its handling. Accordingly, granular computing became an effective framework for the design and implementation of efficient and intelligent information processing systems for various real life decision-making applications. The said framework may be modeled in soft computing using fuzzy sets, rough sets, artificial neural networks and their integrations, among other theories.
Information granulation using fuzzy sets can be found in [8] and [9] . Rough set [10] [11] [12] computes rough information granules induced by crisp equivalence classes. The crisp equivalence class represents a clump of objects obtained by grouping them with equal values (indiscernibility relation) corresponding to a feature. These are used to find lower and upper approximations which are exploited in approximating a set. As crisp equivalence classes are essential to rough sets, fuzzy equivalence granules, represented by fuzzy similarity relations, are important to fuzzy rough sets. In fuzzy rough set, the set is characterized by lower and upper approximations [13, 14] . The patterns in the set posses membership values belonging to the approximations computed using fuzzy equivalence granules and fuzzy decision classes. The fuzzy decision classes incorporate the average of memberships of patterns in each class. The memberships for belonging to the decision classes are computed by finding the weighted distances from all patterns in the class to its mean, and normalizing the distances with the help of fuzzyfiers. The use fuzzy information granulation is to efficiently
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handle uncertainty arising in the overlapping classes and incompleteness in the class information. Several researchers have incorporated the information granulation into artificial neural networks to develop different granular neural networks [15, 16] . Methods [17, 18] for classification are based on the integration of fuzzy information granulation and artificial neural networks. A fuzzy rule based neural network for linguistic data fusion is designed in [17] . In [18] , an interval valued fuzzy membership function is used to design a granular network for classification where the network is trained using interval valued evolutionary algorithm. Different rule based neural networks for classification using rough sets are developed in [19] [20] [21] . The rules are generated using the concepts of rough sets. An interval set representation of clusters of web users of three educational web sites are evolved in [22] using self-organizing map, where the lower and upper approximations are computed at the nodes in the output layer of the self-organizing map. The granular hierarchical self-organizing map [23] uses a bidirectional update propagation method to modify its network parameters. A fuzzy self organizing map is designed in [24] as a fuzzy classifier using the concept of fuzzy sets. The fuzzy rough rule based neural networks for pattern recognition tasks are designed in [25] - [26] . The input of the networks [25, 27] is defined in terms of 3D input vector using fuzzy set. The network [26] uses the normalized data as its input. The dependency factors of the features (attributes) defined using fuzzy rough sets are encoded into the networks as the initial connection weights.
This article describes two different granular neural networks, developed using fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets, for classification and clustering tasks. The network in [25] is developed for classification task and is based on a granular input vector and network parameters. While the fuzzy set defines the input vector of the network in terms of 3D granular vector, the fuzzy rough set determines dependency factors of the features and these are used as the network parameters (initial connection weights). The network consists of input, hidden and output layers and is referred as FRGNN. The number of nodes in the input layer of the network is set equal to 3D features (granular input vector), corresponding to 3 components low, medium and high. The number of nodes in the hidden and output layers are set equal to the number of classes. The connection weights between the input & hidden layers and the hidden & output layers are initialized with the dependency factors of the 3D features. A gradient decent method is used for training the network. During training the weights are modified. The weights generate a non linear decision boundary by which the overlapping patterns are efficiently classified.
The network is designed in [27] for identifying underlying cluster structures in the data and is based on a granular input vector, initial connection weights and the conventional self-organizing map (SOM). In the process of designing the network, fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets are employed. While fuzzy sets are used to develop linguistic input vectors representing fuzzy information granules, fuzzy rough sets are used to extract the crude domain knowledge about data in terms of dependency factors. The dependency factor for every feature using fuzzy rough set is defined in unsupervised manner. The initial connection weights are incorporated into the SOM. The initial knowledge based network having the granular inputs is called fuzzy rough granular self organizing map (FRGSOM) and is trained through the competitive learning process of the conventional SOM. After completion of the training process, the network determines the underlying granulation structures/clusters of the data. These are formed at the nodes of the output layer of the FRGSOM in a topological order. The initial connection weights of FRGSOM enable it to cope with uncertainty arising in overlapping regions between cluster boundaries.
A brief description of fuzzy rough granular neural network for classification is provided in Section 14.2. The formation of fuzzy rough granular self organizing map for clustering is discussed in Section 14.3. This is followed by experimental results section. The last section provides discussions and conclusions of this investigation.
Architecture of Fuzzy Rough Granular Neural Network for Classification
The fuzzy rough granular neural network (FRGNN) [25] for classification is designed by integrating the concepts of fuzzy sets, fuzzy rough sets and neural networks. While fuzzy sets are used for defining input vector and target vector of the network, the fuzzy rough sets are utilized for determining initial connection weights of the network. While the input vector is represented in terms of granular form, the target vector is expressed in terms of membership value and zeros corresponding to a pattern using fuzzy sets. The network is trained using gradient decent method of multi-layer perception. (1) Assign initial weights, in terms of dependency factors, between the nodes (units) in all the layers of the network; (2) While the network is trained for all training patterns for a particular number of iterations { Forward propagation: (3) For each unit j of the input layer, the output, say x j , of an input unit, say, I j is { x j = I j ; } (4) For each unit l of the hidden or output layers, compute the output o l of each unit l with respect to the previous layer, j,
Apply logistic activation function to compute the output of lth node in the hidden or output layers
(6) For each unit in the output layer, say k, compute the error using
, where T k denotes the target value for kth unit in the output layer. } (7) Compute the error for lth node in the hidden layer by using the error obtained at kth node in the output layer
; } } /* end while loop for step 2*/ Output:
Classified patterns
Here the momentum term α is used to escape the local minima in the weight space. The value of bias b, chosen within 0 to 1, is kept constant at each node of the hidden and output layers of the network and t denotes the number of iterations. For every iteration, the training data is presented to the network for updating the weight parameters w lj and bias b. The resulting trained network is used for classifying the test patterns.
Input Vector Representation in terms of 3D Granular Vector
A pattern F in A ⊆ U is assigned a grade of membership value, denoted by μ A (F ), to a fuzzy set A, using a membership function as
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The π membership function is defined as [28] π(F, C, λ) =
where λ > 0 is a scaling factor (radius) of the π function with C as a central point and · 2 denotes the Euclidian norm. An n-dimensional ith pattern F i is represented by 3n-dimensional linguistic vector [16] as
3) where μ low , μ medium and μ high indicate the membership values corresponding to the linguistic terms low, medium or high along each feature axis. The selection for the values of C and λ of π functions is explained in the following section.
Choice of Parameters of π Functions
Let {F ij } for i = 1, 2, . . . , s; j = 1, 2, . . . , n; denote a set of s patterns for data with n features, and F jmin m and F jmax m denote the minimum and maximum values along the jth feature considering all the s patterns. The average of all the s patterns along the jth feature, F j , is initially computed in a way similar to [25] and is considered as the center of the linguistic term medium along that feature, denoted by r mj , as in Fig. 14.1 . Then, the average values (along the jth feature F j ) of the patterns in the ranges [F jmin m , r mj ) and (r mj , F jmax m ], corresponding to the feature F j , are defined as the means of the linguistic terms low and high, and denoted by r lj and r hj , respectively. Again, using the same ranges we find the minimum and maximum for each of the ranges. While for the first range (low ) the minimum and maximum are F jmin m and r mj , respectively, for the second range (high) these are r mj and F jmax m . Then the center C and the corresponding scaling factor λ for linguistic terms low, medium and high along the jth feature F j are defined as follows [25] . 
Class Memberships as Output Vectors
The membership of the ith pattern to kth class is calculated in [28] using patterns in the class. The weighted distance Z ik is computed [16] using
where μ g (F ij ) represents the membership values of jth feature, corresponding to the linguistic terms low, medium and high, of ith pattern, O kj is the mean of the kth class, and c is the number of classes.
Applying Membership Value to Target Vector
The target vector corresponding to ith pattern in a class contains one non zero membership value for one output node, representing that class, and zeros for the remaining output nodes, representing the remaining classes. That is, for the ith training pattern from the kth class, the target vector for kth output node is defined as [25] 
Determining Initial Connection Weights of Network using Fuzzy Rough Sets
In fuzzy rough set theory, a similarity between two objects in U is modeled by a fuzzy tolerance relation R, that is,
for all x, y and z in U . The fuzzy similarity relations are commonly considered to measure the approximate equality of objects. Given a t-norm, the relation R is called a fuzzy reflexive relation when the relation R does satisfy the properties of symmetry and T -transitivity.
Defining Fuzzy Reflexive Relations Corresponding to Features
Let S = (U, A ∪ {D}) denote a decision system. The 3D features, say 
e., both patterns x and y belong to one particular decision class), max min
both patterns x and y belong to two different decision classes)
and k1 = k2, (14.10) where σ f k 1 & σ f k 2 represent the standard deviation of the patterns in the classes k 1 and k 2 , corresponding to feature f with respect to the decision 
Defining Fuzzy Decision Classes and Rough Representation
where x ij is the jth feature (3D feature) of ith pattern. Here s is the total number of patterns. The membership value of the ith pattern in the kth class, μ k ( − → x i ), is computed using Eq. 14.7. The decision features representing fuzzy decision classes are defined as follows [25] : i) Compute the average of the membership values of all the patterns in the kth class to its own class and replace the individual membership with that average. The average membership of patterns in the kth decision class is defined as 
13)
The fuzzy decision classes are defined as [25] 
for all x and y in U . Here D kk corresponds to an average membership value of all the patterns that belong to the same class (k = l), and D kl corresponds to the average membership values of all the patterns from classes other than k (k = l). The lower and upper approximations of a set A ⊆ U are defined as [29] (
16) for all y in U . For B ⊆ A, the fuzzy positive region based on fuzzy Bindiscernibility relation is defined as
17) for all y ∈ U . The dependency value for every feature in the set B ⊆ A, denoted by γ B , is defined as 18) where | · | denotes the cardinality of U , and 0 ≤ γ B ≤ 1.
Knowledge Encoding Procedure
We compute c decision tables S l = (U l , A ∪ {D}), l = 1, 2, . . . , c using the training data. Each of the decision tables consists of patterns from each of the c classes where the patterns are added sequentially in the tables. Each pattern in S l has 3n-dimensional features. The decision table S l satisfies the following three conditions:
The number of patterns in U l belongs to the c classes, say U de k , k = 1, 2, . . . , c. The size of the S l , l = 1, 2, . . . , c is dependent on the available number of objects from all the classes. Based on the c decision tables, the initial connection weights of the network are determined using fuzzy rough sets. We explain the procedure for determining the initial connection weights, based on the decision table S 1 when l = 1, as an example. The procedure is as follows.
S1:
Find fuzzy reflexive relation matrix using Eq. 14.10 for every feature.
Here each row in the matrix represents fuzzy equivalence granule. S2: Compute fuzzy decision classes using Eq. 14.14. S3: Calculate the lower approximations of patterns in a set (class) using Eq. 14.15 for each feature, based on S1 and S2. S4: Calculate the dependency value using Eq. 14.18 for each feature. Initialize the resulting values as initial connection weights between the input nodes and one hidden node as follows: Let γ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n; denote the dependency degree of ith feature (a i ) in the decision table S 1 . The weight between one hidden node, representing one decision table (S 1 ), and ith input node is denoted by w 1i . Therefore, the connection weight between ith input node and the hidden node (w 1i ), represented with γ S1 i , is defined as
S5:
The connection weights between the hidden node and the nodes in the output layer are initialized as follows: Let β S1 k denote the average of dependency factors of all the features with respect to the decision class k. The connection weight between the hidden node and kth output node is denoted by w k1 , k = 1, 2, . . . , c. Therefore, the weight w k1 is initialized with β k S1 as
where γ 1 i is defined as
Similarly, we define the dependency degrees, γ , respectively. The connection weights of the network are refined using the gradient decent method (back propagation algorithm of MLP).
Fuzzy Rough Granular Self-Organizing Map
Here, the methodology of fuzzy rough granular self-organizing map (FRG-SOM) for clustering is described. The input vector of FRGSOM, in terms of 3D granular input vector corresponding to linguistic terms low medium and high, is defined using Eq. 14.3. The granular input data is used to generate granulation structures on basis of α-cut. The method involving α-cut for generating the granulation structures is developed as follows [27] .
Method: Let x 1j and x 2j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 3n; denote two patterns with 3n dimensional features. The similarity value between the patterns, x 1j and x 2j , using fuzzy implication operator and t-norm, is calculated as
The similarity values for all possible pairs of patterns are computed and a similarity matrix of size s × s is constructed, where s is the total number of patterns in the data. An α-value, chosen within 0 to 1, is applied on the matrix and p number of granules are generated. The process of determining the granules by using α-value on the matrix is described in [27] . We arrange the p groups according to their size in decreasing order, where the size is the number of patterns in the group. The top c groups, out of the p groups, are selected. The patterns in c + 1 to p groups are added into the top c-groups according to their closeness to the cluster centers of the top c groups. The resultant c groups are employed in defining the initial connection weights of FRGSOM.
Determining Initial Connection Weights of FRGSOM
The c-groups labeled with the numbers as its crisp decision classes are presented to a decision table S = (U, A ∪ {D}). Here, A = {f 1 , f 2 , . . ., f 3n } characterizes 3n dimensional features and {D} represents decision classes. Based on the decision table S, the initial connection weights of FRGSOM using fuzzy rough sets are determined as follows [27] . S1) Calculate fuzzy reflexive relational matrix using Eq. 14.10 for every feature f j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 3n. S2) Compute fuzzy decision classes corresponding to crisp decision classes in two steps. a) The membership values of all the patterns in the kth class to its own class is defined as
where μ k ( − → x i ) represents the membership value of the ith pattern to the kth class calculated using Eq. 14.7, and b) the membership values of all patterns in the kth class to other classes is defined as (14.24) where k and l = 1, 2, . . . , c. For any two patterns x and y ∈ U , with respect to a feature f ∈ {D}, the fuzzy decision classes are specified as
S3) Compute lower approximations of each set (granule) using Eq. 14.15 for every feature f j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 3n. S4) Calculate the dependency value using Eq. 14.18 for every feature f j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 3n; with respect to each decision class. Assign the resulting dependency factors as initial weights, say w kj , j = 1, 2, . . . , 3n; k = 1, 2, . . . , c between 3n nodes in the input layer and c nodes in output layer of FRGSOM. Here c represents the number of clusters.
Training of FRGSOM
The FRGSOM is trained using the competitive learning of the conventional SOM [30] . The procedure for training FRGSOM is as follows. S1) Present an input vector, x j (t), j = 1, 2, . . . , 3n; at the nodes in the input layer of FRGSOM for a particular number of iteration t. S2) At tth iteration, compute the Euclidian distance between the input vector, x j (t), and weight vector w kj (t) at the kth output node using
S3) Find the winner neuron p using
S4) Find neighborhood neurons, N p , around the winner neuron p using the Gaussian neighborhood function as
where pk (t) is the distance between the position of winning neuron p and the position of a neuron k, lying in the neighborhood of N p , in two dimensional array. The width of the neighborhood set σ at iteration t is defined as
Here the value of σ is decreased with every value of iteration t and τ 1 is a constant chosen as in [30] . S5) Update the connection weights of the neighborhood neurons N p using
30) The learning parameter α in Eq. 14.30 is defined as [30] 
where α 0 is chosen between 0 and 1 and a time constant τ 2 is set equal to the total number of iterations.
The training of FRGSOM is performed for a fixed number of iterations and the connection weights are updated. The updated weights are more likely to become similar to the input patterns, which are presented to the network during training. After completion of the competitive learning, FRGSOM partitions the 3D input data into clusters (granulation structures) which are then arranged in a topological order [30] .
Experimental Results
The methods of FRGNN and FRGSOM for classification and clustering, respectively, are implemented in the C language and the programs are executed on the Linux operating system installed in a HP computer. The computer is configured with Intel Core i7 CPU 880 @ 3.07GHZ processor and 16 GB RAM. The details of data sets are discussed as follows.
Artificial data: This artificial data [31] contains 250 patterns, two features and five classes. There are fifty patterns in each of the classes. Fig. 14.3 shows the two dimensional plot of the overlapping patterns in the five groups. 
Haberman's Survival Data:
The data set is based on a study conducted between 1958 and 1970 at the University of Chicago's Billings Hospital on the survival of patients who had undergone surgery for breast cancer. There are 306 patients (patterns) with 3 features for two categories, the patients who survived upto 5 years and the patients who died within 5 years after surgery. The age of the patient at the time of operation, patient's year of operation and the number of positive axillary lymph nodes detected are the values of features. Fig. 14.4 depicts the two dimensional plot of the overlapping patterns in the two categories. The data is downloaded from https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Haberman's+Survival.
Synthetic Pattern1 data: This data [32] consists of 880 patterns with two features. Fig. 14.5 represents the scatter plot of the data for three non convex classes which are linearly non separable in 2D plane. 
Classification Results
The fuzzy rough granular neural network (FRGNN) is used for classifying the real life data sets. During training the network, 5 folds cross validation designed with randomized sampling is used. Out of 5 folds, 4 folds of data, selected randomly from each of the classes, are considered as training set and the remaining one fold is used as test set. The classification process is repeated for 5 times considering 4 folds of training set and 1 fold of test set and the average of the classification accuracies is reported.
Before providing the classification results of test set, the configuration of FRGNN based on granular input features, knowledge extraction about the data and fuzzy target vector is explained as follows. For defining granular input vector, the data is transformed into 3D granular feature space using Eq. 14.3. The values of center and scaling factor of π membership function along each of the 3D granular features, low, medium and high, are chosen using Eq. 14.6. The procedure for choosing these values is described in Section 14.2.2.1. The fuzzy output vector, in terms of membership value and zeros, for every input pattern is defined using Eq. 14.9 (see Section 14.2.3.1). Knowledge extraction procedure: Here, we explain the knowledge extracting procedure of FRGNN for synthetic pattern1 data as an example. A 3D granular training set is presented to a decision table S = (U, A∪{d}). The results of FRGNN for all the data sets, as compared to FMLP, KNN and Naive Bayes method, are shown in Table 14 .2. For all the data sets, the value of t is set equal to 1500 for FRGNN and FMLP. As an example, for one fold of training set and test set, the values of parameters α and η for FRGNN and FMLP are shown in the last column of the table. The number of nodes in the hidden layer of FMLP and the value of K in KNN are provided in parenthesis of the table.
It is clear from Although the synthetic pattern1 data has concave and linearly non separable classes (see Fig. 14.5 ), FRGNN has achieved the best average classification accuracy. It can be stated from the results that the FRGNN is an efficient method for handling the data with linearly non separable and concave classes as well as overlapping pattern classes.
We also compared the squared errors of FRGNN and FMLP for all the five folds of test set for all the data sets. Figure 14 .6 shows the variation of the error values with the increasing number of iterations for the FRGNN and FMLP for Haberman's survival data.
The errors correspond to that fold of test set for which the best accuracy is achieved. It is clear from the figure that the error decreases with increasing number of iterations. However the error curve for FRGNN is A. Ganivada much lower than that of FMLP, when the number of iterations is within 300 to 1500. The initial connection weights of FRGNN enables it to carry out the learning process better than that those of FMLP by reducing the search space for solution. Hence, the FRGNN achieves the best accuracy.
Clustering Results
The fuzzy rough granular self-organizing map (FRGSOM) is used to perform clustering on three real life data sets, artificial, Haberman's survival and synthetic pattern1. The FRGGSOM consists of the input layer and output layer. The input layer contains the number of nodes equal to the number of features in the data. In the output layer, the number of nodes is set equal to c, representing the user defined number of clusters. The initial connection weights of FRGSOM is defined using dependency values of features. The FRGSOM is trained using the competitive learning of self-organizing map (see Section 14.3.2). The results of FRGSOM is compared with self-organizing map [30] , rough possibilistic c-means (RPCM) [33] and c-medoids, in terms of cluster evaluation measures like β-index, DB-index and Dunn-index and fuzzy rough entropy (FRE). The results are provided in Table 14 .3. For FRG-SOM and SOM, the values of iteration t and learning parameter α 0 are provided in the last column of the table. While the value of threshold T r & possibilistic constant w are provided for RPCM, for c-medoids the value of c is shown in the last column of the table. In RPCM, w effects the possibilistic membership of the patterns in a cluster. The value of c is chosen as the same for SOM and FRGSOM. For synthetic pattern1 data, it can be seen from Table 14 .3 that the performance of FRGSOM is inferior to the remaining algorithms using the most of the clustering measures. The reason for inferior performance of FRG-SOM in this case is that synthetic pattern1 data does not have overlapping class boundaries that are in non convex shape. Further, the performance of FRGSOM, which is useful for overlapping patterns, is inferior to SOM for all the indices as the former uses 3D granular input, instead of actual input like latter one. It can be concluded from these results that the FRGSOM efficiently partitions the data whenever there are overlapping patterns.
Conclusion
The present investigation describes an integration of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets with neural networks in granular computing framework and also demonstrates the effectiveness of the hybrid methods on different types of data. Two methods, fuzzy rough granular neural network (FRGNN) and granular self-organizing map (FRGSOM) are described for performing classification and clustering, respectively. The FRGNN is formulated by incorporating 3D granular input vector, fuzzy initial connection weights and target vector (defined in terms membership values) into multi-layer perceptron. The learning process of FRGNN is performed using the gradient decent method. The FRGNN is compared with fuzzy MLP (FMLP), Naive Bayes and KNN where the first two methods are known for handling overlapping classes and the last method is efficient for handling non convex & non linear classes by generating piecewise linear boundaries. The classification accuracies of FRGNN are found to be better than the remaining algorithms. As the FRGNN incorporates the fuzzy information granulation at the input level & initial connection weights level and the membership values at the output level, it achieves the best classification results. Hence, it can be stated that the FRGNN is an effective algorithm for classifying any data having linearly non separable classes, non convex class shape and overlapping regions between class boundaries.
The performance of FRGSOM is compared with rough possibilistic cmeans (RPCM), self-organizing map (SOM) and c-medoids. RPCM is a recent method for clustering data with overlapping patterns, SOM is a classical clustering technique that maps n dimensional input space into two dimensional array such that the output clusters are arranged in a topological order (organization of the output clusters corresponds to the neighborhood relations between them) and c-medoids is also a classical method for clustering data with convex class shape. In most of the cases for the data sets with overlapping patterns, FRGSOM is seen to be superior to others in terms of β-index, DB-index, Dunn-index and fuzzy rough entropy (FRE).
